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(Mother Lode, Blowout, Gusher) or a
mystery award.
The Dynamic Bill Board will show the
player exactly what they have won and
how many Golden Planks they have
collected.

AGS
OIL RIGGERS™
Get ready to start drilling and
strike it rich when you play Oil
Riggers™, where a minimum
bet can win the Mother Lode
Progressive Jackpot. Based
around Oklahoma’s Oil
Fields, this premium product features a 4x5 reel layout with 1,024 ways to
win, a multi-level bonus
and is on a vertical cabinet
with an astonishing 32
inches of high quality
graphics and audio. Oil
Riggers cabinet is
made by VSR Industries, and G3 Gaming
developed the software.
Three, four or five
Iron Horse Scatter
symbols will trigger the
10 free spin bonus with
a choice from two features.
Choose from the Super Multiplier
feature where you can win up to 10x
your pays or the Premium Pays feature
where all the low symbols are replaced
with high symbols (no royal set). Free
spins can be retriggered.
Enter the Drill Bonus by collecting
eight Golden Derrick Planks during the
base game. During the bonus, players can
win one of three prizes: Golden Planks,
Double Golden Planks or the Mineral
Royalty Bonus. Finding the Wild
Plank wins multiple prizes or all three
prizes.
Make it to the Mineral Royalty Bonus
and keep picking to see which three
Oklahoma Counties will match first.
The first match of three will win associated prize of three level Progressive
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Phone: (866) 720-6105
playags.com
WINTER OF THE DRAGONS™
Winter of the Dragons™ is a classic
Asian-style game on AGS’ awardwinning Orion SM cabinet
that features two
dragons set in a wintery mountain scene.
Pays are from left
to right and use the
PowerXStream®
pay evaluation
method with 243
“ways to win.” The
base game has a 3x5
reel configuration,
but when the free
spins bonus hits,
they have the option
to select a 3x5, 4x5,
or 5x5 configurations during free
spins. At least one
bonus (or wild) symbol on
reels one, two, and three initiate the free
spins bonus. The number of free spins
awarded is always the same, and depends
on which reel configuration players select
for the free spins bonus – 3x5 awards 15
spins, 4x5 awards 10 spins, and 5x5
awards 5 spins. Players can win free spins
within the free spins bonus for even
more chances to win.

Ainsworth Game Technology
Phone: (702) 778-9000
agtslots.com
RUMBLE RUMBLE BEAR
Rumble Rumble Bear joins Rumble
Rumble Bison as part of the Curved Reel

series on the gorgeous A640 cabinet.
These exciting titles can be set as 30, 40,
or 50-line games with denominations
ranging from one cent
to $10. Each can
include a two-level
standalone mystery
progressive jackpots
with starting values of
$4,500 and $250.
Top-notch artwork
and a thrilling Curved
Reel feature will draw
players to these unique
titles. When a spin
symbol appears on reel
five, the Curved spins.
Wild symbols above
any reel awards a full
reel of wilds, leading
to huge base game
wins.
Three or more coin symbols triggers
eight free games. During the bonus,
players spin two Curved Reels when spin
appears on reel five. During the free
games feature the Curved Reel awards
wilds and wild multipliers.
Rumble Rumble Bear and Rumble
Rumble Bison can also be placed on the
A560 SL and A560 SL Noir cabinets.

Aristocrat
Phone: (702) 270-1000
aristocratgaming.com
MIDNIGHT STAMPEDE™
Players everywhere who love
Aristocrat’s E*Series ™ line of entertainment-style games now have two new
reasons to stampede to your casino:
Aristocrat’s new Midnight Stampede ™
family with the launch titles Midnight
Rumble ™ and Super Stampede ™.
Both titles in the Midnight Stampede
family offer a two-level “Must Hit By”
jackpot with achievable levels of $1,250
(major) and $250 (minor). Jackpots can
be won randomly on any bought game,
and when the player increases the wager,
it proportionally increases the odds of
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winning jackpot prizes. Adding to the fun,
both titles have a new game mechanic –
2x symbols that multiply multipliers with
up to 32x wins on each pay line.
Players will be entertained with the
exciting Stampede, Max Stacks, and free
games features. Plus, two mini-games
replace all of the major symbols on
the reels with a
randomly selected
major symbol or
p l a y e r- s e l e c t e d
major symbols.
What’s more, a
new “blackout”
win cycle shows
winning symbols
and blacks out
non-winning
symbols.
Midnight
Rumble and Super
Stampede are
the first E*Series
games to allow players to use “auto-play,”
a new feature that enables players to
select a number of games to play on
auto-play. The auto-play feature can be
stopped at any time.
Midnight Rumble and Super Stampede also offer flexibility to the operator,
with different denomination set-ups and
two progressive set-ups to choose from.
Midnight Rumble and Super Stampede are available now on Aristocrat’s
Helix ™, Helix+ ™ and ViridianWS ™
cabinets.

Aruze Gaming America
Phone: (702) 361-3166
aruzegaming.com
BURNING WHEEL
Debuting on the brand new Cube-X
Innovator Deluxe cabinet from Aruze
Gaming is the Burning Wheel series.
Afterburner is jam packed with amazing
features such as their famous Radiant
Reels, a blazing wheel at the top filled
with credit prizes and jackpots and last
but certainly not least the Afterburner
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Multiplier. Trigger the
feature and watch as the
wheel spins at the top
to determine either a
progressive amount or
credit prize. A neat
aspect to this feature is
if the wheel stops on one
of four progressive
spots, the player is
awarded another spin to
determine a credit prize
to be added on top of it.
It doesn’t end there
though – after a credit
prize is determined, the
machine will start to rev
up and hopefully get hot
enough to melt those
chains and randomly
select a multiplier to be
added to the credit prize
win. Paired with Nitro Inferno, these
two themes are sure to put out a show on
any casino floor.

IGT
Phone: (702) 669-7777
igt.com
MEGABUCKS™ SUPER STACKS®
Bring the thrill of
mega-sized jackpots to
your casino floor with
IGT’s Megabucks®
Super Stacks® Respin
Slots game. Housed
on the CrystalDual™
+ Stepper cabinet,
the game features
mechanical reels and
Super Stacks® symbols that put a new
spin on one of the
most celebrated slot
themes of all time.
The three-reel, 27payline game features
a 100 credit costto-cover and gives
players the option to

leverage the EZ Bet function with 100,
200 and 300 credit wagers. The game
entertains players with six multi-level
progressive jackpots and its WAP
jackpot that is awarded when three
Megabucks symbols land on the game’s
principal payline. Pay tables, jackpots
and bonus events are displayed on the
cabinet’s towering LCD upper display
and iconic signage package, making the
Megabucks brand easy to identify on the
casino floor.

Konami Gaming
Phone: (702) 616-1400
gaming.konami.com
CELESTIAL SUN
RICHES™
As clouds roll away, a
lucky golden sun rises
high, shining light on
one-of-a-kind bonus
entertainment with
Konami Gaming, Inc.’s
new Celestial Sun
Riches™.
This game
uniquely
combines multipliers, random credit
awards, free games,
and a big hit jackpot prize to give
players a variety of
win opportunities at
higher odds as they increase their bet
amount. Celestial Sun Riches is an Ultra
Reels® game and awards scatter pays
for left to right symbol combinations. A
minimum 50 credit entry bet activates
just two positions in the highlighted
Strike Zone™ area for hitting wild multipliers and the bonus wheel awards, and
by increasing their bet up to 200 credits,
the Strike Zone expands to activate a
majority of the reel frame. Every wild
eclipse symbol appearing in the Strike
Zone transforms to a random 2x or 3x
multiplier, and each sun symbol that
appears in the Strike Zone when the free
August 2017
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games are triggered awards a wheel
bonus. During the wheel bonus, players
have the chance to win credit prize
awards, additional free games, 3x or 5x
wild multipliers, and the jackpot. The
free game feature begins directly after
and all wins are doubled during the free
games.
Celestial Sun Riches is a KP3+™
platform game available exclusively on
Konami’s Concerto™ cabinet lineup,
including Concerto upright and
Concerto Slant™.

Merkur Gaming Americas
Phone: (954) 531-1729
merkur-gaming.com
INDIAN SOUL
From Merkur
Gaming Americas
comes Indian Soul, a
game that pays tribute
not just to the heritage and culture of
Native Americans
but also to the
mega success
that continues to
mark the evolution and development of tribal
government
gaming itself.
This high definition game, that has already
become a well proven performer,
plays on 5 reels and on 30, 40 or 50 lines
and features Stacked Wilds that, when
shown left to right on adjacent reels,
award 12, 20 or 50 free games. During
free game play all wins are doubled and
free games can be re-triggered. Using
attractive and evocative symbols, Indian
Soul provides gaming entertainment at
the highest level while making a strong
storyline connection with players.
Indian Soul is shown in the Evostar
cabinet from Merkur Gaming Americas and this combination of game and
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cabinet will be sure to be one of the
highlights to be featured at the forthcoming G2E event in Las Vegas. High technology, top class engineering and production plus a truly great gaming experience
represent a winning proposition from
Merkur Gaming Americas.

Novomatic Americas
Phone: (224) 802-2974
novomaticamericas.com
JACKPOP!™
Right on! Get ready
to boogie with JackPop!™. Fun, funky
prizes, groovy music
and far out jackpots.
Get down and wild with
this 40 line, 5 reel, two
Jackpot Reel, vintage
designed game. Wilds
substitutes for all symbols except Pop! Hit
the three scattered
bonus symbols on
reels, 1,3, and 5 to
trigger the radical free
spin bonus. For every
free spin, one hip reel
strip will be randomly
selected to contain
only wild, plus two
free spins and Pop! symbols. Plus two
free spins adds two additional free spins
to the free spin meter and three or more
JackPop! symbols award a JackPop!
jackpot. The cool thing is to activate
one or two jackpot reels for increased
chances of a Pop! symbol. 6x Pop!
can only be obtained with at least one
activated Jackpot Reel and 7x Pop! only
with two activated Jackpot Reels.
You deserve a break today, so come get
your JackPop! on with the new game
from Novomatic Americas. Pop into a
cool casino and play JackPop! It will
blow your mind and take you for a retro
ride full of good times and big rewards.
It’s the reel thing.

Scientific Games
Phone: (702) 897-7150
sggaming.com
SPACE INVADERS™
Put your skills to
the test. All of those
hours playing the
classic video game
Space Invaders™
are finally going
to pay off. Space
Invaders is the new
skill-based video slot
game where you can
spin the reels and
actually play the
Space Invaders
video game for big
rewards.
Space Invaders
is a six-reel, 60line slot game
showcased on the
impressive Blade
s32 cabinet. Game features include a
free games bonus, as well as the Space
Invaders bonus where you can truly
test your skills. Channeling the
original video arcade alien shooter
game, the Space Invaders bonus allows
the player to control a laser cannon,
moving it horizontally across the bottom of the screen while trying to shoot
down rows of descending aliens, collecting credits, advancing levels and vying
for one of the multi-level jackpot pools.
Players also have the option to
bypass the base slot game and buy a
bonus on demand, taking them directly
to the Space Invaders Bonus where
they play with higher credit win levels
than the normal base game. Take aim
and play Space Invaders today.

For more New Games visit
www.indiangaming.com
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CLASS II
AGS
Phone: (866) 720-6105
playags.com
WOLF QUEEN™
Wolf Queen™ is
a fantasy wolfthemed game that
features a beautiful
blonde queen and
a dire wolf in a
winter setting on
AGS’ award-winning OrionSM cabinet.
Pays are from
left to right and
use the PowerXStream® pay
evaluation method
with 243 “ways to
win.” The base
game has a 3x5 reel
configuration, but
when the free spins
bonus hits they have the option to select
a 3x5, 4x5, or 5x5 configurations during
free spins. At least one bonus (or wild)
symbol on reels one, two, and three initiate the free spins bonus. The number
of free spins awarded is always the same,
and depends on which reel configuration
players select for the free spins bonus –
3x5 awards 15 spins, 4x5 awards 10 spins,
and 5x5 awards 5 spins. Players can win
free spins within the free spins bonus for
even more chances to win.

Ainsworth Game Technology
Phone: (702) 778-9000
agtslots.com
RAMPAGING BULL
Players will be excited to run with
Rampaging Bull, the latest Ainsworth
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title available in Class II markets.
Ainsworth’s new U.S.-based Game
Development studio developed the game
to include eye catching artwork sure to
attract players. Rampaging Bull can be
configured as a 30, 40, or 50-line game
with optional two or four-level progressive jackpots.
The two-level
option resets at
$4,500 and $250.
The four-level
version reset at
$1,000, $100, $5
and $8. The fourlevel version can
also be set with
the top jackpot as
“hit
before”
$1,199 Mystery
Jackpot.
Rampaging
Bull is offered in
denominations
ranging from a
penny to $100.
Three or more
scattered Rampaging Bull symbols trigger 10 free games, which can be
retriggered. During the bonus, wild symbols appear in stacks on reel three, with
the multipliers increasing from 2x to 4x
to 8x throughout the free games.
Rampaging Bull can be played on the
A560, A600 and Slant Top cabinets.

Scientific Games
Phone: (702) 897-7150
scientificgames.com/gaming
QUICK HIT JUNGLE™ / QUICK HIT
VOLCANO™
Quick Hit Jungle™ and Quick Hit
Volcano™, part of the player-favorite
Quick Hit® family of games, take
players on a wild slot adventure. These
games have been heating up casino
floors and enrapturing a growing fan

base in the Class III market, and now
they are available for the Class II
market.

Showcased on the innovative TwinStar cabinet, these five-reel games
have configurable lines and credits,
and boast a five-level Near-Area Progressive. The games feature stunning
graphics and the wildly popular Quick
Hit Scatter Pay feature that all Quick
Hit games are known for, where Quick
Hit symbols on the reels can award
instant multipliers and progressive
jackpots.
Both games also include a thrilling
free games feature that includes
Quick Hit Scatter Pays. In Quick Hit
Volcano, the free games begin with a
Pick feature where players pick to
match three and are awarded up to
20 free games. In Quick Hit Jungle,
players are instantly awarded 10 free
games and pick for free game enhancements, such as multipliers up to 10x bet
and 5 additional free games. Players
are going wild for these hot new
games.
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VGT - An Aristocrat Company
Phone: (918) 384-7000
vgt.net
WILD TEXA’COINS™
The Wild West comes alive in VGT’s
newest video game, Wild Texa’Coins™.
With eye-catching graphics and dynamic
jackpot win animations and celebrations,
Wild Texa’Coins™ will quickly become
a player favorite on your casino floor.
Housed on VGT’s innovative Class II
video platform, Ovation™, this five reel
video game offers players the chance for
big wins with bonus animations that
move from the top box to the main
screen. Wild Texa’Coins™ comes in a
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variety of denominations and players can
win up to 100 free
games with a
multiplier scatter
on reel five. Wild
Texa’Coins™ also
comes on the
cutting-edge
Helix™ + cabinet
that fits superbly
on casino floors
and features sleek
design and larger
27” monitors.

Table
Games
AGS
Phone: (866) 720-6105
playags.com
ROULETTE SIGNAGE SOLUTION
AGS recently
announced the
launch of its
brand-new
Roulette Signage
Solution, which
features sleek,
modern hardware,
and never-seenbefore animations
that draw players
in and make the
game more interactive and fun. A
double-sided, 29”
high-definition
display showcases
playful roulette
ball animations
that mirror the
action happening on the physical wheel.
As the ball stops on a number, a male
or female roulette ball animation
entertains players with various dance
moves to create excitement. When the
game is idle, a roulette ball animation
runs around the wheel and dances to
attract players and advertise the game.
This new solution also features
customizable layouts, themes, and logos,
along with adjustable min/max bet
limits and the ability to showcase
marketing video content. Its featurerich roulette trends allow operators to
display winning number history,
hot/cold numbers, odd/even percentages, high/low percentages, and
dozens/column percentages. ®

